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easy to see which way your sympathies lie.' She had (I learnt after-
wards) been made painfully aware that other people's sympathies
did not all lie the same way, for one afternoon when driving through
Hay with Mrs. Allen, she met Captain Thomas and Captain Bridge,
both strong French partisans. The two Captains naturally turned
the talk upon the War and not knowing Miss Schlienz's nationality
they both expressed their opinions freely. 'And now,' said Captain
T., 'there is one of those beastly German Dukes shot.' 'I don't know
if you are aware,' said Katie Allen leaning grimly down from the
box, 1 don't know if you are aware that there is a German lady
in the carriage.' The Captains routed horse and foot, bowed and
fled, one up, the other down street.
Wednesday, 5 October
A dark foggy afternoon. At the Bronith near the Cottage a
yellow poplar spire stood out bright against the dark woods above.
At die Bronith spring a woman crippled with rheumatism and
crying with the pain, had filled her tin pail and was trying to crawl
home with it. So I carried the pail to her house.
Saturday, 8 October
Heavy rain in the night and in the morning the mists had all wept
themselves away. In the night the wind had gone round from the
cursed East into the blessed West. All evil things have always come
from the East, the plague, cholera, and man.
Monday, 10 October
All the evening a crowd of excited people swarming about the
Swan door and steps, laughing, talking loud, swearing and quarrel-
ling in the quiet moonlight.
Here come a fresh drove of men from the fair, half tipsy, at the
quarrelsome stage judging by the noise they make, all talking at
once loud fast and angry, humming and buzzing like a swarm of
angry bees. Their blood is on fire. It is like a gunpowder magazine.
There will be an explosion in a minute. It only wants one word, a
sparL Here it is. Some one had said something. A sudden blaze
of passion, a. retort, a word and a blow, a rush, a scuffle, a Babel of
voices, a tumult, the furious voices of the combatants rising high
and furious above the din. Now the bystanders have come between
them, are holding them back, soothing them, explaining that no
insult was intended at first, and persuading them not to fight. Then

